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Syntax

system cryptocontroller(

)
system cryptocontroller(
  inframe: in (int L, int H) (0,0)
  outframe: out (int L, enc int H L) (0, encrypt(0, k0))
)

)
Syntax

system cryptocontroller(
    inframe: in (int L, int H) (0,0)
    outframe: out (int L, enc int H L) (0, encrypt(0, k0))
    system split(…)
    system bypass(…)
    system merge(…)
    system crypto(
        inpayload: in int H 0
        outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
        k: key L k0
    )
)

)
system cryptocontroller(
  inframe: in (int L, int H) (0,0)
  outframe: out (int L, enc int H L) (0, encrypt(0, k0))
  system split(...)
  system bypass(...)
  system merge(...)
  system crypto(
    inpayload: in int H 0
    outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
    k: key L k0
  )
  connection (split.payload, crypto.inpayload)
  connection (crypto.outpayload, merge.payload)
):
system cryptocontroller(
    inframe: in (int L, int H) (0,0)
    outframe: out (int L, enc int H L) (0, encrypt(0, k0))
    system split(...)
    system bypass(...)
    system merge(...)
    system crypto(
        inpayload: in int H 0
        outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
        k: key L k0
        m: initial mode L
        m= [then outpayload := encrypt(inpayload,k)] -> m
    )
connection (split.payload, crypto.inpayload)
connection (crypto.outpayload, merge.payload)
)

## Syntax

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Grammar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>$\sigma ::= H \mid L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic type</td>
<td>$t ::= \text{int} \mid \text{bool} \mid \text{enc } \tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security type</td>
<td>$\tau ::= t \sigma \mid \text{key } \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case</td>
<td>Grammar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
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<td>Basic type</td>
<td>$t ::= \text{int} \mid \text{bool} \mid \text{enc } \tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security type</td>
<td>$\tau ::= t \sigma \mid \text{key } \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression</td>
<td>$e ::= n \mid x \mid e \oplus e$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## Syntax

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Grammar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level</strong></td>
<td>( \sigma ::= H \mid L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic type</strong></td>
<td>( t ::= \text{int} \mid \text{bool} \mid \text{enc } \tau )</td>
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<td>( \tau ::= t \sigma \mid \text{key } \sigma )</td>
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<td>( S ::= \text{system } s(S^* P^* C^* V^* M^* T^*) )</td>
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<td><strong>Port</strong></td>
<td>( P ::= p : (\text{in} \mid \text{out})(\text{event } \sigma \mid \text{data } \tau \ e) )</td>
</tr>
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Syntax

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Grammar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>$\sigma ::= H \mid L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic type</td>
<td>$t ::= \text{int} \mid \text{bool} \mid \text{enc} \tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security type</td>
<td>$\tau ::= t \sigma \mid \text{key} \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression</td>
<td>$e ::= n \mid x \mid e \oplus e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>$S ::= \text{system} , s(S^* , P^* , C^* , V^* , M^* , T^*)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port</td>
<td>$P ::= p : (\text{in} \mid \text{out})(\text{event} , \sigma \mid \text{data} , \tau , e)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection</td>
<td>$C ::= ([s.]p, [s.]p)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>$V ::= x : \tau , e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>$M ::= m : [\text{initial}] , \text{mode} , \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>$T ::= m - [ [p] , [\text{when} , e] , [\text{then} , x := e] ] \rightarrow m'$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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This presentation: high and low ($\mathbb{H} \sqsubseteq \mathbb{L}$)

Non-interference: low outputs not affected by high inputs

When varying secret variables and ports, reachable values of public variables and ports are indistinguishable
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Implicit data flow

if high then
    low := 1
else
    low := 2
endif
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- Explicit data flow
  - physical connection from high to low ports
  - low := high

- Implicit data flow
  - data leak through control flow
  - if high then low := 1 else low := 2 endif
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- Abstract encryption function
- Encryption breaks traditional non-interference
  - Public ciphertexts do depend on confidential contents!

- Encryption non-deterministically calculates a ciphertext from a set
- Look at sets of possibilities
- Naive approach: all ciphertexts are indistinguishable
- Cannot distinguish calculating new ciphertext or re-using same one
  - low1 := encrypt(v,k); low2 := low1
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branching on secrets

secret-Zeno
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Type checking

- $T$: local variables and data ports $\rightarrow$ declared type
- Modes and event ports get a confidentiality level
- Type rules in context of $T$
- Goal: type each subsystem, connection and transition

**Theorem**

If the system is typable, it is non-interfering
Types of expressions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Type rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic types</td>
<td>$T \vdash n : \text{int} \ L$ $T \vdash b : \text{bool} \ L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>$T(x) = \tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T \vdash x : \tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>$T \vdash e_1 : t_1 \sigma_1$ $T \vdash e_2 : t_2 \sigma_2$ $\oplus : t_1 \times t_2 \rightarrow t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T \vdash e_1 \oplus e_2 : t \left(\sigma_1 \sqcup \sigma_2\right)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encryption</td>
<td>$T \vdash e_1 : \tau$ $T \vdash e_2 : \text{key} \ L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T \vdash \text{encrypt}(e_1, e_2) : \text{enc} \tau \ L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decryption</td>
<td>$T \vdash e_1 : \text{enc} \tau \sigma$ $T \vdash e_2 : \text{key} \ H$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T \vdash \text{decrypt}(e_1, e_2) : \tau^\sigma$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
system crypto(
    inpayload: int H 0
    outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
    k: key L k0
    m: initial mode L
    m - [then outpayload := encrypt(inpayload, k)] -> m
)

- Type of encrypt(inpayload, k)?

\[
T(\text{inpayload}) = \text{int H} \quad T(k) = \text{key L} \\
T \vdash \text{inpayload : int H} \quad T \vdash k : \text{key L} \\
T \vdash \text{encrypt(inpayload, k) : enc int H L}
\]
If $\tau_e \ll \tau_x$, assignment $x := e$ is valid

- Traditional type safety
- Confidentiality restriction
If $\tau_e <: \tau_x$, assignment $x := e$ is valid

- Traditional type safety
- Confidentiality restriction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Subtype rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic types</td>
<td>$\sigma \sqsubseteq \sigma'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{int } \sigma &lt;: \text{int } \sigma'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma \sqsubseteq \sigma'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{bool } \sigma &lt;: \text{bool } \sigma'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{key } \sigma &lt;: \text{key } \sigma$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If $\tau_e \ <: \ \tau_x$, assignment $x := e$ is valid

- Traditional type safety
- Confidentiality restriction

### Subtyping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Subtype rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Basic types     | $\sigma \sqsubseteq \sigma'$  
                  | int $\sigma \ <: \ $int $\sigma'$  
                  | bool $\sigma \ <: \ $bool $\sigma'$  
                  | key $\sigma \ <: \ $key $\sigma'$  |
| Encryption      | $\tau \ <: \ \tau'$  
                  | $\sigma \sqsubseteq \sigma'$  
                  | enc $\tau \sigma \ <: \ $enc $\tau' \sigma'$  |
Subtyping

system crypto(
    inpayload: int H 0
    outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
    k: key L k0
    m: initial mode L
    m-[then outpayload:=encrypt(inpayload,k)]->m
  )

▶ Is outpayload:=encrypt(inpayload,k) valid?
system crypto(
    inpayload: int H 0
    outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
    k: key L k0
    m: initial mode L
    m- [then outpayload := encrypt(inpayload,k)] -> m
)

▶ Is outpayload:=encrypt(inpayload,k) valid?
  (let τ abbreviate enc int H L)
system crypto(
    inpayload: int H 0
    outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
    k: key L k0
    m: initial mode L
    m [then outpayload := encrypt(inpayload, k)] -> m
)

▶ Is outpayload := encrypt(inpayload, k) valid?
(let τ abbreviate enc int int H L)

\[
\begin{align*}
T(\text{outpayload}) &= \tau \\
T \vdash \text{outpayload} : \tau & \quad T \vdash \text{encrypt}(\text{inpayload}, k) : \tau \\
\tau & <: \tau \\
T \vdash \text{outpayload := encrypt}(\text{inpayload}, k) : \tau
\end{align*}
\]
### Type of transitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Type rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T \vdash p : \tau_p$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T \vdash g : \tau_g$</td>
<td>$\tau_x &lt;: \tau_e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T \vdash x : \tau_x$</td>
<td>$lvl(m) \sqsubseteq lvl(\tau_p)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T \vdash e : \tau_e$</td>
<td>$lvl(m) \sqsubseteq lvl(\tau_x)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T \vdash m - [ p \text{ when } g \text{ then } x := e ] \rightarrow m' : \sigma$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Type of transitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Type rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Transition | $T \vdash p : \tau_p$               
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### Type of transitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Type rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Transition | $T \vdash p : \tau_p$
|          | $T \vdash g : \tau_g$
|          | $\tau_x <: \tau_e$
|          | $\text{lvl}(\tau_x) \sqsubseteq \sigma$
|          | $\text{lvl}(\tau_p) \sqsubseteq \text{lvl}(\tau_g)$
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- Effect is well typed
- No public outputs from secret region (mode)
## Type of transitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Type rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Transition** | $T \vdash p : \tau_p$  
$T \vdash g : \tau_g$  
$\tau_x \ll : \tau_e$  
$T \vdash x : \tau_x$  
$\text{lvl}(m) \sqsubseteq \text{lvl}(\tau_p)$  
$\sigma \sqsubseteq \text{lvl}(\tau_p)$  
$T \vdash e : \tau_e$  
$\text{lvl}(m) \sqsubseteq \text{lvl}(\tau_x)$  
$\sigma \sqsubseteq \text{lvl}(\tau_g)$ |

$T \vdash m - [ p \text{ when } g \text{ then } x := e ] \rightarrow m' : \sigma$

- Effect is well typed
- No public outputs from secret region (mode)
- Guard or event high $\rightarrow$ transition high
## Type of transitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Type rule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Transition   | $T \vdash p : \tau_p$
               | $T \vdash g : \tau_g$
               | $\tau_x < : \tau_e$
               | $lvl(\tau_x) \sqsubseteq \sigma$
               | $lvl(\tau) (\tau_x)$
               | $\sigma \sqsubseteq lvl(\tau_p)$
               | $\sigma \sqsubseteq lvl(\tau_g)$
               | $T \vdash m - [p \text{ when } g \text{ then } x := e ] \rightarrow m' : \sigma$

- Effect is well typed
- No public outputs from secret region (mode)
- Guard or event high $\rightarrow$ transition high
- No public outputs from secret region (transition)
Example

system crypto(
        inpayload: int H 0
    outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
    k: key L k0
    m: initial mode L
    m- [then outpayload := encrypt(inpayload,k)] -> m
)

▶ Is the transition well typed?
Example

```
system crypto(
    inpayload: int H 0
    outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
    k: key L k0
    m: initial mode L
    m = [then outpayload := encrypt(inpayload, k)] -> m
)

► Is the transition well typed?
  ► Effect is well typed: ✓
```
Example

system crypto(
    inpayload: int H 0
    outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
    k: key L k0
    m: initial mode L
    m- [then outpayload := encrypt(inpayload,k)] -> m
)

▶ Is the transition well typed?
  ▶ Effect is well typed: ✓
  ▶ No public outputs from secret region (mode): ✓
Example

```plaintext
system crypto(
   inpayload: int H 0
   outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
   k: key L k0
   m: initial mode L
   m -[then outpayload := encrypt(inpayload,k)] -> m
)

▶ Is the transition well typed?
   ▶ Effect is well typed: ✓
   ▶ No public outputs from secret region (mode): ✓
   ▶ Guard or event high → transition high: ✓
```
system crypto(
    inpayload: int H 0
    outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
    k: key L k0
    m: initial mode L
    m- [then outpayload := encrypt(inpayload,k)] -> m
)

▶ Is the transition well typed?
  ▶ Effect is well typed: ✓
  ▶ No public outputs from secret region (mode): ✓
  ▶ Guard or event high → transition high: ✓
  ▶ No public outputs from secret region (transition): ✓
```
system crypto(
    inpayload: int H 0
    outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
    k: key L k0
    m: initial mode L
  ) -> m
  inpayload := encrypt(inpayload, k)
```

- **Is the transition well typed?**
  - Effect is well typed: ✓
  - No public outputs from secret region (mode): ✓
  - Guard or event high → transition high: ✓
  - No public outputs from secret region (transition): ✓

- All subsystems and connections trivially well typed
Example

```
 system crypto(
   inpayload: int H 0
   outpayload: out enc int H L encrypt(0, k0)
   k: key L k0
   m: initial mode L
   m - [then outpayload := encrypt(inpayload, k)] -> m
)
```

- Is the transition well typed?
  - Effect is well typed: ✓
  - No public outputs from secret region (mode): ✓
  - Guard or event high → transition high: ✓
  - No public outputs from secret region (transition): ✓

- All subsystems and connections trivially well typed
- `crypto` system is non-interfering
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